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 Murder     Mystery     Manor     Premiere  Murder     Mystery     Manor 
 Premire     Comments 

 Findlay’s     Film     Review:     Murder     Mystery     Manor. 
 What     did     you     think     of     the     plot?     10/10 
 Good. 

 What     did     you     think     of     the     costumes?     7/10 
 Some     choices     were     bold. 

 What     did     you     think     of     the     props?     9/10 
 Good     use     of     props. 

 What     did     you     think     of     the     acting?     5/10 
 Delivery     from     Nerrys,     I     enjoyed     the     change     in     accent     from     Michael 

 Finally     I     did     like     the     final     shot     of     the     deeds,     My     favourite     character     was 
 Gregory. 
 “I     asked     for     10,000     moneys”     was     the     best     line. 

 What     are     your     thoughts     on     the 
 Film? 

 Carly:  I     was     impressed     with 
 the     production,     It     looked     very 
 professional,     and      I     liked     how     it 
 transitioned     smoothly     between 
 the     scenes. 

 My     favourite     part     was     the 
 twist     at     the     end. 

 Connor:  It     was     very     funny 

 Jane:  I     liked     all     the     twisted 
 and     turns, 

 My     favourite     part     was     the 
 ending. 

 Marie:  Fantastic     effort 
 everyone     involved.     It     had     it     all, 
 humour,     mystery,     suspense, 
 and     amazing     use     of     stunt 
 doubles. 

 It     was     also     lovely     to     see 
 everyone     attending     the 
 premiere     and     seeing     other 
 students     work. 

 Sid:  It     was     fantastic. 
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 Delicious     recipes     this     week! 

 -     Anna,     Sub     Editor 

 Made     this     week     in     the     Inclusion     Kitchen:     Pizza! 
 Ingredients 

 . 

 Pizza     recipe: 

 Step     01 
 Preheat     oven     to     170c, 

 Step     02 
 Remove     the     ready     made     dough     from     the     packet     and     let     it     sit     for     15 
 minutes, 

 Step     03 
 Split     the     dough     in     two     and     roll     into     balls, 

 Step     04 
 Push     fingers     into     centre     and     begin     to     push     the     dough     out     and     flatten; 
 Continue     to     do     so     until     dough     is     flat     and     pizza     shaped, 

 Step     05 
 Spread     pizza     topping     sauce, 

 Step     06 
 Add     your     favourite     toppings,     we     did     grated     cheddar,     grated     mozzarella 
 and     pepperoni, 

 Step     07 
 Cook     in     the     oven     for     10     minutes, 
 or     until     the     crust     is     browned     and 
 the     cheese     is     bubbling. 

 Enjoy! 

 Ingredients 
 Pizza     express     ready     made     dough, 

 1     can     of     pizza     sauce, 

 250g     (ish)     of     grated     cheddar, 

 Some     pepperoni     slices, 
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 Inclusion     Pet     Update 
 Student     and     staff     pets 

 Last     Thursday     at     the     college,     4     new     creatures     arrived 
 in     Jane’s     art     room.     They     are     Giant     African     land     snails 
 but     they     are     only     babies     so     are     very     small.     They     are 
 currently     living     in     a     fish     tank     with     coco     soil     and     moss 
 with     a     few     stones.     They     need     this     special     soil     because 
 they     are     delicate     and     very     susceptible     to     diseases.     They 
 love     to     eat     cucumber     and     cuttlebone.     Cuttlebones     are 
 high     in     calcium     and     keep     them     healthy     and     are 
 important     to     grow     strong     shells. 

 We     have     a     new     fishlet.     It     is     hard     to     see     and     stays 
 hidden     most     of     the     time     because     of     its     tiny     size,     it     is 
 still     small     enough     that     the     other     fish     could     swallow     it. 
 We     have     also     had     no     fatalities     of     fish     this     week. 

 Gibbs     (crested     gecko)     enclosure     was     cleaned     after     returning     from     a 
 holiday     at     a     students     house     over     the     half     term.     It     was     deep     cleaned     and 
 the     dirt     replaced     with     carpet,     we     also     added     a     holder     for     his     fruit     jelly 
 and     water     and     replaced     his     moss.     He     seems     to     be     happy     with     the 
 changes. 

 Carlos     (leopard     gecko)     has     started     needing     calcium     baths     to     help     with 
 his     eye     and     sore     patch.     He     has     a     bath     every     few     days     and     the     calcium 
 powder     is     also     added     to     his     food     including     his     live     food. 

 George     the     cat     -     JCM 

 Jasmine     the     dog     -     Anna 

 My     dog     stands     up     like     a     Meerkat 

 My     dog     argues     with     my     brother 

 My     french     bulldog     jumped     in     the 

 fishpond 

 -     Leah 

 My     dog     fell     down     the     back     of     the 

 sofa 

 -     Anonymous 

 My     dog     can     carry     a     cigarette     box 

 -     Anonymous 

 My     dog     Jasmine     chases     the     dog 

 that     is     chasing     a     ball! 

 -     Anna 
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 Vivid     Showcase  Question     Of     The     Week 

 What     would     be     the     least 
 useful     superpower? 

 Communicating  with  squirrels 

 -     BB 

 Randomly     turning     bright     blue 

 -     NN 

 The     power     to     self     destruct 

 -     RR 

 The  ability  to  detect  any 

 poison,     but     only     by     tasting     it 

 -     AE 

 Strong  enough  superpowers 

 to  save  anyone  but  they  must 

 die     anyway     -     AA 

 X-Ray  vision  but  you  have  no 

 eyes     -     CS 

 Speaking     to     goldfish     -     RJ 

 Talking     to     animals     -     LJ 

 Question     For     Next     Week 
 If     you     could     invite     5     people     to 
 dinner     from     any     point     in     time 

 who     would     they     be? 


